Bucket Bingo Instructions
1 Giant Bucket Tumbler
4 Double-Sided Game Boards
8 Game Board Stands
1 Spinner
64 Balls

Traditional Play
2-4 Players

1. To begin play, all players must have their board on the same side, A or B.
(letter is embossed on the game board)

2. Decide who goes first by taking turns spinning the spinner. The person with

the highest number goes first.
3. Mix the balls by turning the handle on the lid. (see image 1) *
4. Remove the first ball that is “caught” in the door. (see image 2)
5. Spin the spinner. (see image 3)
6. Call out the ball color and the number. Example, purple 11! (see image 4)
7. The player that has the correct combination, ball color and number, places
the ball in the corresponding space on their game board.
8. A. If the spinner lands on “Free”, the player can place the colored ball on any
open space on their board and in the corresponding color row.
B. If the spinner lands on “Steal”, they can take a ball from any player and
place it on their own board in a corresponding color row. (the unused ball is
placed back in the bucket)
9. Players take turns selecting a ball, spinning the spinner and calling the
number.
10. Repeat steps 3-8 until a player has 4 balls in a row.
11. The player that gets 4 in a row, (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal) calls out
“Bucket Bingo” and is the winner!
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Each vertical row
represents a ball color.
Blue, green, purple, orange.
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*Remove cable tie on the underside of the bucket lid.

